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Meet our Team
Our Staff

Gill Burton | Chair

Julie Billingham | Chief Officer

Margaret Grahamslaw | Treasurer

Linda Kirke | Ops Manager

Jon Cotgreave | Trustee

Sally Holden | Team Leader

Stephen Dawson | Trustee

Amy Hurst | Administrator

Serena Teasdale | Trustee

Dawn Keates | HTC Lead Adviser

Gill Smallwood | Adviser

Myranda Heath | Debt Caseworker

Barbara Rothwell | Adviser

Abbie Hollis | Adviser

Jade Wigley | Trainee Adviser

Paige Glaoui | Adviser

Ellie Cartlidge | Trainee Adviser

Olivia Rowley | Trainee Debt Adviser

Holly Price | Trainee Adviser
Malaikah Kazmi | Trainee

Board Members

Dave Sargeant | Consultant Finance Officer
Julie Tibbitts | Funding Consultant

Alan Bradley | Trustee
Tim Halliday | Trustee
Matt Frost | Trustee

Letter from our Chair & CEO
2020/ 21 has been a time of seismic change that none of us could have predicted. It has been a year of huge challenges to all – physically, mentally and financially – and sadly we are
all too aware that there is not yet an end in sight. However, we are both immensely proud of the way Citizens Advice Cheadle has risen to this challenge. Having changed to a remote
service overnight when the first lockdown was announced with a depleted team of paid staff and volunteers our doors remained open, albeit virtually, at this critical time.
Within a matter of weeks we embedded new remote ways of working for our staff and volunteers. Firstly, we designed an induction and accelerated training programme specifically
suited to remote working. We recruited over 10 volunteers to support our community and we proceeded to bring in remote supervision and guidance for the first time. As the months
went by we extended our phone and digital offer. We joined the single Q, a CitA network partnership initiative to centrally triage and manage the emergency situations that were hitting
clients hard. It gave our community extended access to the Citizens Advice national phone line that is open from 9am-5pm Monday - Friday. We were proactive in introducing a web
form to provide an extra 24/7 access channel for our clients to run alongside our 24/7 texting service.
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Against this background of constant change and challenge we consistently scored green on the Quality of Advice we were giving to clients and by the end of the year we helped 30%
more clients than we did in 19/20. This is an outstanding achievement and can only come when your team works together to make it happen. We are immensely proud of them all and
we would like to take this opportunity of thanking all our operational team; both paid & unpaid, most sincerely for the outstanding effort they have given us this year. Without them this
service simply would not exist. We would also like to extend our thanks to the Trustee Board for their wise counsel in such a difficult year.
To BEIS, the National Lottery and Staffordshire Community Foundation - we extend our gratitude, as without their funding during this year, we would not have been in a position to
implement the changes to our service that were needed. Additionally we thank Staffordshire Moorlands District Council, Cheadle Town Council and the Parish councils whose continued
generosity makes it possible for us to continue to provide free advice to the people of Cheadle and its surrounding areas.
We know the world is looking pretty different right now, and due to society wide extreme financial and wellbeing challenges, our client profile is changing. There are many people who
have never needed our services now finding themselves in desperate need. Our focus will be to continue to provide a sustainable service that provides quality advice, especially the
most vulnerable. By seeking out partnerships that will further enhance our service, both now and in the future, we can try to ensure that our local community is able to continue to
access our service at a time when they need it most.

Gill Burton, Chair and Julie Billingham, Chief Officer
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Treasurer's Report
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£

Citizens Advice Cheadle has faced many, unprecedented challenges during the year ended 31st
March 2021, both operationally and financially. Thanks go to our Chief Officer, Management, Staff,
Volunteers and Trustees for their hard work and dedication through the difficult times we have all
experienced.

Financially, we have seen positive results from our funding strategy, to the tune of £51k or 70%, above
our predictions. We also achieved savings against our predicted expenditure - £26k on Salaries, due to
vacancy savings whilst restructuring the service, and a further £17k of savings in other overhead costs
due to Covid restrictions. This hard work resulted in us achieving a surplus of £60k over our anticipated
budget.
As we look to the future, we may face even more challenges due to funding changes nationally and
potential difficulties in maintaining or obtaining grant funding. However we look forward to continuing to
offer the people of Cheadle the support they need.
Treasurer, Margaret Grahamslaw

Census Project 2021
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The census is a survey that takes place every 10 years.
The answers to the census questions will help
organisations make decisions on planning and funding
public services in the area, including transport, education
and healthcare.
During January - May 2021 we were given funding to
support people to complete their online census. Several
staff and volunteers undertook training to be part of the
national support network. This was the first year of the
census being completely online (with the option for paper if
necessary). Further lockdowns during this period again
made this a challenging project but we were able to assist
some clients with completing this task.

Charities use census
information to help plan the
services they provide to
those who need them
most.

Census Case Studies
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As part of the Census project, we focused our
support on those in the community who for
whatever reason would struggle to get
access to the internet or to understand the
Census. We were able to assist a retired
client with some disability issues from the
local area who had no access to the internet.
He also explained to us that he was easily
confused by questions that were being
asked in the Census. Thanks to this project
funding, we were able to sit with the client
and complete the questions on his behalf asking the client and expanding on points
that he found difficult to answer.. By
completing the Census with us, the client was
able to do something that he otherwise may
have struggled with or answered incorrectly.
Olivia Rowley, Trainee Debt Caseworker
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Core & Digital Services
Our core service changed overnight at the end of March 2020 from being predominantly office based face to face service, to
providing a completely phone and digital service due to the national lockdown. This was a steep learning curve requiring us to
quickly update our technology to use the new access routes - we introduced the use of softphones, moved over to Google
Suite to allow cloud based access to the organisations back office information, and developed additional remote training and
support structure. This included, amongst other things, many of us learning how to provide web chat advice for the first time.
We also made sure our clients knew how to contact us still, including using our new web based enquiry form. Unsurprisingly,
our top issues during this period, were benefits and employment. It was a time of rapid change and with the Government
advice changing pretty much on a weekly basis, it was a challenge to keep on top of everything..
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Through an ongoing partnership with the Good Things Foundation we were able to continue our work with providing
digital support to our clients. Once we entered into lockdown, unfortunately it was not possible for us to provide our face
to face digital skills training, however we were able to support clients themselves to continue learning new skills via Make
it Click and Learn My Way. We also supported over 200 clients with advice around HMRC areas such as tax credits, child
benefits, and additionally joined a pilot scheme to help clients digitally apply for their benefit appeals via HMCTS. All very
successful and this has now become our new way of working.
As the country opened up during the summer, we were able to allow for emergency face to face appointments in the office
particularly for those clients who were not able to access our services over the phone or digitally.

Core & Digital Services continued…
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Thanks to Get Connected in December 2020
we were able to distribute 10 Lenovo tablets
with 2 years free internet access to some of
our digitally excluded clients thus providing
them with a much needed way of accessing
essential services or communicating with
friends and family.
Throughout this period we met and exceeded
all of our targets and consistently scored the
highest in our quality of advice audits - our
clients and stakeholders can be confident
that Cheadle Citizens Advice continues to
provide exceptional service thanks to a very
dedicated team of staff and volunteers.

Case Study 1
Our client initially rang to ask for help regarding moving to a more suitable property due to health reasons, she contacted us in mid
May 2020 during the first Covid 19 lockdown period. She was 78 years old, living alone in a flat rented from a private landlord. The
property was no longer suitable for her as her health had deteriorated significantly and she got breathless when walking up the stairs.
She had a heart problem, scoliosis, asthma and other impairments. She had also been recently diagnosed with a thyroid problem. She
had been heavily dependent on family to take her shopping due to the lack of local transport to Cheadle. Unfortunately this was now
also becoming an issue and they could not help her as much. She had been trying to call the local social housing provider about a
possible move but with no success, she did not have access to the internet and could not leave her property due to Covid19 restrictions
and her poor health.
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Our client contacted us firstly via our texting service and requested our help initially to complete the social housing application for her
which we did. She was then advised by Your Housing that they would be able to put an automatic bid on her application as she did not
have any digital access. Her application was processed, and we also assisted the client with scanning and sending her ID, and made
several further email contacts with Your Housing over the following weeks to ensure it was progressing. Eventually in mid August, the
client rang us to inform us that she had been offered and had accepted a bungalow in the local area. She was extremely relieved and
grateful for our assistance, we were also able to give her follow up benefit advice about an extension of her housing benefit and also
advised her about the notice period and tenancy deposit protection scheme. At Christmas we were also able to offer this client one of
the Lenovo tablets (see over) which she was very grateful for.

Case Study 2
Our client, single, aged 32 lived alone in rented property in Cheadle - he had been made redundant from his job due to Covid-19. His
last pay was a couple of weeks prior to him contacting us and he had no income nor food. He initially approached us via our online
web form and made a request for a food bank voucher. We issued the voucher and reminded him of foodbank opening hours.
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We then supported him with a benefit check, subsequent claim for Universal credit (UC) and arranged an appointment with DWP to
verify his ID later that day. We further advised he should still be entitled to a top of UC due to his housing costs and increase in
personal allowance (£20 pw uplift) that was in place during that time frame.
We made the client aware that we could refer him for emergency supermarket vouchers via Staffordshire County Council Covid
support scheme as he met the criteria, the client consented for us to do this, so we completed the online form, he was thrilled with
this.
As the client was also struggling with debts he was referred to our Debt specialist for help. Client commented how happy he was with
all the support we could give him from one webform enquiry.

The Help to Claim Project
The Help to Claim project supports people by providing advice
on and assistance with claiming Universal Credit, which is a
means tested benefit for people who are unable to work
because of health issues, are looking for work or are in work
but on a low income.
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The project was originally delivered mostly by face to face
appointments, with some telephone and web chat advice
however when the Covid 19 pandemic hit in and we went into
‘lock down’ we were very quickly able to move to working
from home providing a telephone and web chat only service.
As a result of the ‘lockdown’ many businesses had to close
and workers were placed on ‘furlough’ which led to a reduction
in their income and people struggling to pay their rent and
other household bills. This lead to many people needing to
claim Universal Credit.

Robbie was a single parent living with her 6 year old son in a Private Rented
property. When the pandemic hit she was working part-time and claiming Child
and Working Tax Credit however, she was placed on ‘furlough’ and her income
reduced and she began to struggle to pay her rent.Robbie contacted the Help to
Claim service to see if could get any help with the cost of the rent.
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We advised her that she could claim for Housing Costs within a Universal Credit
claim. We were able to complete a full benefit check for Robbie, which showed
that she would be better off on Universal Credit. We advised Robbie on how
Universal Credit works and when she could expect her payment and that if she
could not manage until then she could apply for an Advance Payment.
Robbie did not have internet access so we were able to make a call to the DWP
via the ‘HTC adviser only’ phone line to enable her to make her claim for Universal
Credit.
We also advised her to contact her Local Council to make a claim for Council Tax
Reduction and Discretionary Housing Payment (as not all her rent could be
included within the Housing Cost Element of Universal Credit)
Robbie was very happy with the advice and assistance provided and not only was
her financial situation improved but her physical and mental wellbeing as she was
much less stressed.
The Help to Claim project was very busy throughout the year and we advised
almost 300 client and helped them to claim over £700,000 worth of benefits.

Money Advice Project
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During 20/21 we continued to receive funding to help clients all across
the Staffordshire Moorlands with their debt issues. Of course, due to
the global pandemic and numerous breathing space and other
forbearance measures introduced, for the first time in a long time, debt
was not one of the top two enquiry areas.
Overall we dealt with 438 debt related issues for Staffordshire
Moorlands clients. We again made great efforts to include financial
capability into our debt advice work, which included things like checking
for better deals in household bills, income maximisation and safe
banking advice - this continues to be an important area for clients and
enables them to complete regular financial health checks for
themselves.
Overall 2020/21 was an exceptionally challenging time for us as a
service and debt project particularly, but when needed, we were able to
continue to provide the debt and financial wellbeing advice to our
clients. Overall, during this timeframe we advised on and rescheduled
almost £321,000 worth of debt for Staffordshire Moorlands
clients.

Debt Case Study
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Our client was a single person aged 54 living in his own property. He had
severe mental health issues including alcohol addiction and relied heavily on
his 75 year old mother for support. Our client had £1,662.23 in council tax
and energy arrears and £10,250.00 non-priority debt to 4 creditors including a
bank overdraft, a couple of credit cards and unpaid service charges for his
property. When we first met him he was on sick leave from work with his
SSP due to finish shortly. We were able to assist him with a benefit check,
giving him advice about claiming new style ESA and Universal Credit, once
his SSP stopped and additional income maximisation through applying for
Severn Trent’s Big Difference scheme. On his behalf we contacted his
priority creditors and were instrumental in negotiating affordable monthly
repayments for his council tax arrears, were successful in applying for a
grant for his energy arrears and assisted in helping him deal with his service
charges, also arranging £1 token offers to his credit card providers. The
client and particularly his mother stated that neither of them would have been
able to cope without our support and were extremely grateful for our help.

Debt Key Stats
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Working for Citizens Advice
Cheadle During a Global Pandemic
I started working at Citizens Advice Cheadle in January 2021 as an IT Tutor,
changing my job role to Administrator in March 2021. It has been a steep
learning curve since I became Administrator, I have never worked in a job role
like this before so it’s been challenging at times.
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My work centres on giving administrative support to the staff and volunteers,
as well as keeping the organisation's data safe and secure in our digital files.
I have had to complete filing, printing, scanning and organising documents to
help us to become a more digitally based organisation when we were
preparing to move offices.
As well as my general admin duties I am still part of the digital team which
includes maintaining our social media presence and designing and
communicating messages and posters for our services. Having active social
media accounts means we’re able to keep our service providers and clients
instantly up to date with useful and helpful information.
Citizens Advice Cheadle has been my first job role since becoming a mother
of 2, they’ve been really accommodating with me having 2 small children. I
am enjoying working for the organisation as the work is challenging and
different everyday. The team is supportive and have made me feel welcome
in my role.

Amy Hurst, Administrator

The last 12 months has been a challenging but an exciting time for
Cheadle’s advice services. I joined the advice team as Team Leader in
September 2021, during the pandemic and therefore working remotely
from home. This was a period of transition from our traditional face to
face services to more remote delivery, predominantly telephone advice,
webchat and email. The challenge I faced was training volunteers and
paid staff remotely to use the adviceline services and our digital
platforms. This was a positive experience, and by using the technology
available such as Google Meet, we were able to successfully work
collaboratively through the training, resolving issues as they arose. We
recruited several new volunteers during and after the pandemic who
have completed all their training and are now volunteering from home
with virtual support - a huge success and a welcome addition to the
team!
We faced additional challenges such as connectivity issues but overall
we built an online community of volunteers who could advise clients
safely from their homes without compromising the quality of advice
given. I think many of our new volunteers who have trained during this
period will enjoy seeing client’s face to face in the future but we now
know that these appointments will be for our most vulnerable clients as
overall we realise we can help so many more clients using digital
platforms. I am immensely proud of what the advice team has achieved
and the dedication of the volunteers during this extraordinary time and
look forward to building on this success.

Sally Holden, Adviceline Team Leader
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Well this was a year like no other! In March 2020 I was the Debt Supervisor and 2019/20 had been a very successful year meeting our targets and achieving
some great client outcomes .. all in all we were feeling quite optimistic about the next financial year. After we went into lockdown on 23rd March 2020 our way
of working pretty much changed overnight.
Due to the many breathing space initiatives introduced by the Government, the debt clients had their risk of enforcement put on hold indefinitely at the time so
our efforts concentrated on our Core services. Understandably, demand for benefits and employment advice went through the roof. I spent the first part of the
lockdown on our general service Adviceline and the specialist Help to Claim UC telephone line and had a steep learning curve with learning how to provide Web
chat and email advice - all standard practice now. At the same time we also implemented a new phone system and switched over to Google Suite during Q1
and 2 so from having a “reasonable” understanding of IT, I was suddenly catapulted into the role of IT guru for the whole organisation, again every day was a
steep learning curve and continues to be so!
At the start of the pandemic, we also lost many of our experienced volunteers so faced more challenges in the recruitment, , training and supporting of new
volunteers remotely. It was especially difficult to give them opportunities to observe and sometimes for them to understand how the advice process worked ,
most of them having never been in a busy office on drop in day….we got there in the end.
When we were allowed back into the office we put all the COVID safety measures in place and were able to open up emergency appointments once a week for
those clients who couldn’t access our services by telephone or digital means. At that time, clients were still quite wary of returning to face to face services but
a few did come in from time to time.
As the year progressed, remote and blended services, virtual meetings and digital training sessions became the new normal. Although this has been the most
challenging of years overall, I think there have been lots of positive changes for the better - long overdue, Covid forced Citizens Advice to modernise pretty
much overnight, pre Covid, this would have been years in the planning and execution. On the whole, I found that I do like working from home, although it is very
different from a busy, bustling office and I do miss that everyday social interaction with colleagues. It was also much quieter when my husband went back into
the office and the kids back to Uni…..but at least Ruby my dog likes having me around much more, but I’ve got to admit, she’s not much of a conversationalist
and her tea making skills leave a lot to be desired.

Linda Kirke, Operational Manager
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I started volunteering as an Advisor at Citizens Advice Cheadle when
the organisation was completely remote and everyone was working
from home in February 2021. I only ever met most of my colleagues
virtually. It was definitely an unusual way to begin my time with
Citizens Advice Cheadle but I am learning so much and gaining
experience in a unique sector that I’ve never worked in before. It was
difficult at first to begin training from home, but I have had lots of
support from my colleagues, I felt welcomed, and I am thoroughly
enjoying working with Citizens Advice Cheadle.

Ellie Cartlidge, Volunteer Advisor

I started to volunteer with Citizens Advice Cheadle in October 2020. I had
some previous experience of visiting the Birmingham CA office. My
impressions of the Birmingham CA was that it was a very busy and well used
service. However, my lasting impression was, being told that everyday the
queue of people waiting to be seen never reached the end and people had to
return the next day to be seen.
Covid had already hit and we were just starting to come out of the lockdown
when I began my training. As all of the courses were online I didn't feel that
that the service had been impacted by Covid. By January Sally told me that
she thought I was ready to start to receive calls, the impact of not being in
an office environment with people sat next to you to listen and help if you
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got stuck, really hit home. That first call was very nerve wracking but I
muddled through it and once I had got to end the call I was able to breathe a
large sigh of relief. Since my first call I have gained confidence and able to
field most of the strange calls that we get, without feeling I need help often.
Looking back on the 12 months that I have been volunteering for, I have
really enjoyed the experience. I have found it mentally stimulating in finding
potential solutions to the questions raised and know that in some cases I
have been able to make a real difference to people's lives.
The support that I have received, in particular from Sally, has been fantastic
and allowed me to grow in confidence and in giving the help and advice so
desperately needed by our clients.

Stephen Page, Volunteer

Last March after the world went into lockdown due to the
COVID-19 pandemic the office had to adapt quickly to these
changes by offering our services via telephone and digital
services. . I remember going onto Adviceline for the first time
during the lockdown to advise a range of clients. I had been
trained to give face to face advice during our drop-in
sessions and so this was a huge change for me.
I was advising one client about their employment situation.
This particular case was a difficult area of employment law
that I had to consider. The client was presenting with
possible discrimination and unfair dismissal claims. They
were very upset about the situation and were finding it
difficult during lockdown. However, because of the training
and support that I had been given during lockdown, I felt
confident in my ability to support them. After I advised the
client he thanked me for all the help that I had given him and
said that he really appreciated everything that I had done.
This was truly satisfying knowing that even during a
lockdown, we as an organisation were still able to help
clients in the same way that we did pre-lockdown.

Paige Glaoui, Adviceline

Starting volunteering in the middle of a pandemic gave me an opportunity to be thrown in the deep
end, with many clients needing advice on how best to deal with their situation. I was immediately
struck by the impact Covid 19 had on clients, and the importance of services like ours to continue
to develop and offer vital support.
Since January 2021, I have started a new role as a trainee debt caseworker. This involves delivering
our money advice service to local and national clients to work through their debt issues, and
helping to resolve them in the best way possible. This can be a step by step casework process or
giving one off full advice to enable them to make informed choices.
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One of my biggest achievements this year was a research and campaign article I wrote on rural
transport in the Staffordshire Moorlands. This was a true eye opener (as someone who drives) of the
public transport “desert” that exists across the Moorlands. Clients do not have many choices when it
comes to public transport with many services running unreliably and infrequently. It highlights the
injustice that exists when transport companies try to maximise their profits, they are often not
considering the devastating effect this could have on clients. After speaking to other Citizens Advice
local offices across the country, this is clearly a national issue especially in other rural areas, and is
something that should continue to be addressed. I am delighted to have had an opportunity to
research and comment on the matter. The report was published by the Rural Issues Group and
lauded by many other organisation in the area.

Olivia Rowley - Trainee Debt Caseworker
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The 20-21 year has certainly been one of great change with the organisation having to go from
providing mainly face to face advice to working remotely from home due to the pandemic. As a
volunteer adviser already working on the telephone advice line the changeover has not been
as great for me as some. However, working from home was new, and so was using all the
technology required for my role: from setting up a bluetooth speaker, to installing apps on my
phone. Overall I was amazed at how quickly the change to working remotely was achieved, a
huge credit to the management and all the people behind the scenes. It just goes to show that
when needs must things can be achieved very quickly.
Some things I have loved about working from home: being able to have my dogs lying at my
feet when I write up cases and the ability to work in my PJs if I so wish. However I have really
missed the camaraderie of the office and my dogs certainly don’t have as many interesting
things to talk about. It’s also heartbreaking to hear some of the stories on the adviceline of
how badly people’s lives have been affected by the pandemic. This being said, it has given me
a lot of satisfaction that I can help them in some small way, whether it be by giving advice
about claiming universal credit for the first time or giving contact details for a domestic abuse
charity.
At the same time it has also been extremely challenging trying to give advice at a time when
legislation seemed to be going through a change a minute in response to the pandemic, with
some Brexit changes thrown in too just for good measure. The rules around furlough and the
EU settlement scheme are certainly not easy for anyone to get their heads round. I also had to
adjust to suddenly taking national rather than just local calls, which made me realise that my
understanding of Geordie was sadly not that much better than my school French.

Gillian Smallwood, Volunteer Adviser

Thank you!
Every year we are extremely grateful to all organisations and individuals whose generosity enables us to help
those most in need in our community.
Throughout the year of 2020/21 we received funding from:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cheadle Town Council
Staffordshire Moorlands District Council
Money Advice & Pensions Service
Department of Works & Pensions
European Union
Big Lottery Fund
Good Things Foundation
Citizens Advice
The Community Foundation for Staffordshire

@citizensadvicecheadle

@CheadleCAB

✉ admin@citizensadvicecheadle.org.uk
📞📞01538 751816 ADMIN ONLY
0808 278 7951 ADVICELINE

